THE RADIANCE BOX

THE RADIANCE BOX
The nights are drawing in and the temperatures are dropping, so now is the time to bring some
warmth and radiance to your autumn. This month's box will pep up your wardrobe, bring a
radiant glow to your skin and hair and ignite your taste buds. It looks like there's going to be a
long winter ahead so let's embrace it, cosy up and keep our radiant glow stoked over the months
ahead.

Grey Animal Print Scarf

A change in weather calls for a wardrobe refresh so this month we
have a soft, lightweight scarf in a very pale grey with a subtle darker
grey animal print. This go with anything scarf will brighten up the
autumnal colours of your wardrobe and bring a touch of light to your
face. It's perfect for layering before the bitterness of winter sets in and
is long enough to wear in all sorts of ways.
For more autumn and winter scarves, please head to our shop where
you'll find everything from lightweight to cashmere!

Sanatio Naturalis Miracle Jojoba Radiance Essence
Sanatio Naturalis are experts in pure essential and botanical oils.
This 100% Pure Jojoba Oil is a hit of organic botanical power to
bring radiance to your hair and skin over the colder months. Just
a couple of drops will soften and balance the skin and smooth
fine lines and wrinkles.
Naturally rich in antioxidants, essential fatty acids and vitamins,
this Jojoba Oil is nourishing and hydrating yet light enough for all
skin types, including acne-prone and oily skin. You can also use it
on your body and even your hair for a subtle sheen.

Firetree Solomon Islands 75% Cocoa Chocolate
Firetree source their cocoa from the volcanic islands of the Southern
Pacific and Madagascar, crafting delicious chocolate from the finest
single estate cocoa beans.
For our Radiance Box we've chosen a 75% cocoa from the remote Makira
Island, found in the eastern Solomon archipelago. The rich volcanic soil
provides a cocoa bean with a complex flavour enhanced by hints of
grapefruit, raison and caramel. This delicious dark chocolate is one to be
savoured, preferably with a glass of red in front of a roaring fire!

